Danes-R-Us Great Dane & Pet Art

Specializing in Great Danes & Dog Breeds, Cat Breeds, Other Animals, & Pets. Greeting Cards, Address Labels, Stationery, Cast Stone, & Original Sculptures.

All Danes-R-Us artwork, sculptures, prints, etc.. are my own original artwork and are protected under copyright laws. Reproducing, copying or remaking Danes-R-Us artwork in any form is a violation of copyright laws. This includes using my artwork as a basis for your own work (ie: hand painting my original design does not make it yours - it's theft. Changing things such as colors does not make it yours, it's still theft.) Danes-R-Us does not license or authorize reproduction of any artwork, sculpture or t-shirt art in any form. If you see Danes-R-Us artwork for sale by anyone other than Danes-R-Us please contact Danes-R-Us. It may be an illegal copy or reproduction.